
Kindergarten to First Grade
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FOR PARENTS

The activities within this packet were designed with typical kindergarten and first grade 
curriculums in mind. The activities address many of the skills your child has mastered, been 
working on, or will soon learn. Many of the activities within this packet can be completed 
independently by your child. If you happen to be helping them out, here are some things 
you may want to encourage or look for:

Summer Challenge: How does your child hold a writing utensil? Does you child demonstrate 
successful book handling skills (ex. read left to right, flip pages, hold books in the correct 
position)? Does your child sound out words in order to spell?
Alphabet Match: Can your child identify each letter name? Can your child match 
uppercase letters with their corresponding lowercase letters? Can your child tell you the 
sound each letter makes?
Summertime Rhymes: Can your child identify rhyming words? Can your child make up their 
own rhyming words?
Ben’s New Friend: Can your child identify the main idea of a story? Can your child identify 
key characters and events within a story? Can your child identify the beginning, middle, and 
end of stories you read to them?
Buzzing Bees: Can your child identify the main idea of a story? Can your child identify key 
characters and events within stories you read to them?
Watermelon Counting: Can your child accurately count objects? Can your child count on 
(ex. “Can you start at 4 and count all the way to 10?” “4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10”)?
Adding Numbers: Can your child add numbers using pictures, objects, fingers, or other 
manipulatives? If you ask your child to “show” how they solved a problem can they do so 
using manipulatives (ex. “I drew 3 circles and then I drew another two circles. I counted all 
the circles and got 5. I know 3 + 2 = 5.”)? Does your child add numbers using memorization 
or mental math strategies? 
Subtracting Numbers: Can your child subtract numbers using pictures, objects, fingers, or 
other manipulatives? If you ask your child to “show” how they solved a problem can they do 
so using manipulatives (ex. “I drew 3 circles and then I crossed out 2 circles. I counted all the 
circles left and got 1. I know 3 - 2 = 1.”)? Does your child subtract numbers using 
memorization or mental math strategies? 
Rainbow Shapes: Can your child identify 2D and 3D shapes? Can your child identify shapes 
around them (ex. “The table is a rectangle.” or “The basketball is a sphere.”)?

Your child has learned a lot in kindergarten and is sure to learn even more within the 
upcoming school year. The activities within this packet and questions above serve only as a 
guide for what you can expect your child to achieve now or within the upcoming year.



Summer Challenge
Directions: Complete the tasks in each box. Once you complete the 
task, color the box in. Can you complete all the tasks by the end of 

summer?

Read a book out 
loud

Practice writing 
your name with a 

marker

Draw a picture of 
your family

Go for a walk 
outside

Draw a picture of 
your favorite 

animal

Find five things 
that are blue

Read with a family 
member

Practice writing 
your name in 

rainbow colors

Play with a family 
member or friend 

outside

Write a note and 
mail or deliver it

Find two things 
that are shaped 

like a sphere

Play in the water



Alphabet Match
Directions: Match the uppercase letter with the lowercase letter.
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Summertime Rhymes
Directions: Circle the word that rhymes.

tree

quailpan

mat

shirt sun

tree

pan

sun

fan

bee

pail

cap

shark

clap

park

bun

bun

park

fish

shirtbee

mat

fish



Ben’s New Friend

Ben has a new friend.

He met him at the park.

Ben and his friend run and play.

Ben’s new friend is Jim.

Ben and Jim have lots of fun.

1. Where did Ben meet his friend?

2. What do Ben and his friend do?

3. Who is Ben’s friend?

at school          at the pool          at the park

run                     sit                          jump

Tim                    Jim                         Sam

Directions: Read the following passage.

Directions: Answer the following questions by 
circling the correct answer.



Buzzing Bees

In the summer, bees fly around the flower garden. 

They are so loud! I hear them make a buzzing 

sound. They seem to like flowers. They like to land 

on the red and blue flowers in my garden.

1. When do bees fly around the flower garden?

2. What do the bees sound like?

3. What flowers do the bees like to land on

fall               summer               spring

loud             quiet                   scary

__________________________________________

Directions: Read the following passage. 

Directions: Answer the following questions by 
circling or writing the correct answer.



Watermelon Counting
Directions: Count the seeds in each watermelon slice 

and write the answer in the box.



Adding Numbers
Directions: Add the numbers and write your 

answer in the box.

3 + 1 =

4 + 4 =

2 + 3 =

6 + 1 =

9 + 1 =

2 + 2 =

8 + 2 =

4 + 4 =

5 + 1 =

6 + 2 =



Subtracting Numbers
Directions: Subtract the numbers and write your 

answer in the box.

3 - 1 =

4 - 2 =

3 - 2 =

6 - 1 =

9 - 1 =

5 - 3 =

8 - 1 =

4 - 3 =

5 - 1 =

6 - 2 =



Rainbow Shapes
Directions: Color each of the shapes with the color 

indicated below. 

circle = red

pentagon = yellow

trapezoid = blue

square = orange

triangle = green

rectangle = purple


